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1. FURTHER ON ALPHA-66. OUR LOCAL SOURCE, ROBERT FRATCHETT, IN PROVIDENCE, NEW JERSEY, REPORT THE FOLLOWING AFTER A NEW YORK MEETING LAST NIGHT. VENCIANA AND MENOYO WALKED OUT ON THE ORIGINAL GROUP AFTER SPLIT IN THE ORGANIZATION, AND RETIRED TO PUERTO RICO WITH THE CORPORATE NAME AND WITH WHAT MONEY ALPHA 66 HAD IN THE BANK. THEY ARE NOW TRYING TO RAISE MORE MONEY WITH LITTLE SUCCESS. THEY HAVE NO BOATS OR EQUIPMENT TO CARRY OUT FURTHER RAIDS AT THIS TIME, AND NO GREAT SUPPORT FOR THEIR EFFORTS.

2. THE PRECISE LOCATION OF ALPHA-66 WHO


3. THE COMMANDO-L PEOPLE HAVE SOME MONEY, AND ARE MORE SUCCESSFUL IN RAISING ADDITION FUNDS THAN THE ALPHA 66 GROUP. THEY AND ALSO HEAD QUARTERED IN SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, WITH BASES IN THE US INCLUDING NEW YORK AND FLORIDA. COMMANDO-L HOPES TO HAVE ITS CHARTER AND ORGANIZATION COMPLETED THIS WEEK, BUT THEIR REPRESENTATION IN NEW YORK IS THE SAME AS THE INDIVIDUALS ONCE CLAIMED BY ALPHA-66 (WHICH NAMED US CASE YOU SOME WHILE BACK.)

4. THE ONLY THING OF VALUE MENOYO WAS ABLE TO TAKE TO ALPHA 66 WAS AN UNDETERMINED AMOUNT OF AMMUNITION AND ARMS, BUT NO BOATS, NO ORanges MONEY.
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